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Finished Size  40" circumference by 16" long (101.6 by 40.64 cm) as measured 
between outer edges of scallops along top and bottom of the tube; guidance 
for adjusting the size is included in the project instructions; if adjusting 
circumference or length, plan accordingly for more or less yarn and beads

Yarn  585 yards (535 m) fingering weight

Gauge  24 stitches and 32 rounds = 4" (10 cm) over blocked stitch pattern 
(approximately 5 stitches per inch over stockinette)

Sunset Wrap
Circle your shoulders in a soft glow 
of color.

Sunset Wrap is knitted with a slow 
striping yarn in a textured beaded lace 
pattern stitch reminiscent of the hues 
of backlit clouds along the horizon of 
a beautiful sunset over a glacial lake.

This infinity wrap is knit circularly as 
a large tube with lace eyelets worked 
on 5 of the 6 pattern rounds. If you 
have not knit lace where there is lace 
patterning every row, the Sunset Wrap 
is a good introduction. And even if 
you have, you’ll enjoy how relaxing 
and fun this project is.

Because Sunset Wrap is pleasingly 
reversible, you can wear it in a 
variety of ways. Ideas shown here 
are – (top left) double twist fake 
Moebius shoulder wrap; (bottom left)  
generously-sized twisted loop scarf; 
(below) or simply worn as a large loop 
to cover your shoulders and back and 
draped in front to bring focus to the 
pretty scalloped edges.

Shown in Crystal Palace Mini Mochi, color #321 Ice Strawberry;  
Miyuki beads color #274 Amethyst Lined Crystal AB 

Knitting Needle  24" - 32" (60 - 80 cm) circular size US 6 (4 mm) suggested

Glass Seed Beads  200 size 6/0 (4 mm diameter), approximately 17 g

Other Notions  
Stitch markers (optional, but helpful in checking stitch counts) 
Tiny crochet hook small enough to fit through hole of beads
Tapestry needle for finishing ends

Skill Level  Advanced beginner

Skills Needed  Knit, purl, yarn over, cast on, bind off

Stitch Instructions  Charted and written

Special Techniques  Place bead with crochet hook

Construction  Knitted circularly in one piece; no seams to sew


